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ARGUMENT IN BARGAINING:

AN ANALYSIS OFTHE REASONING PROCESS

Bargaining is accomplished through the use of.argpments and persuasrve

appeals. This study(almst.to understand the way ,argumentation, i,n bargaining

shapes outcomes. It examines the types of claims'.and reasoning processes that

charadterize bargaining interaction cn different subissuas of a prOposal. It't

tracks the developmfint of'arguments through seqUential'sessions and caucus

meetings 'by examining similarities.. and dl4erdnces:In the-reasoning process Of\

subissuesthat are dropped, modified, or retained in the final agi.eament.. The

1

4

issues and subissues examine inthis study.emanate from problems terhers.

faced in organizational communication. Thus, in stugdy.ing argumehtatiOn in,

bargaining, we are examining variables that 'grow opt of ,and affect'the daily

routines of organizational Members.
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ARGUMENTATION IN BARGAINING

rANALliSIS OF THE REASbNING PROCESS'

Negotiation is a pro&fst that holds particular_apPeal. br-communication

researchers., The. Pervatliveriess this phenomena in int rtonal and,
0

Organizational contexts heightens this appeal. That is, the ar. aining process .,

characterizes buyer7seller 'relationships, marital confl cts, legal

transactions, interdepartmental disputes,:and labor managem ntacticities.
1.

Moreover, the essence of the bargaining adtivity is communicative in that the

Process could not existwithoutIackt or dire& social interaction..:

Only recently have bargaining retearchers.focUsed on t e .communication..

process par se.
2

This focus has shifted research from a .prleoccupation with
4 ,

opportUnity to communicate to a,concerirfor the evolution f. .communication

patterns over, time.3 Correspondingly, researchers have mov d from a gipbal',
J

interact's:in; ,Thii,macro view ofcommunictiohto:a detailed, micro analy 1 ofs s 0

research has culminated in the appliCation of 41sCourse an

ana(ysis to the evdlution of bargaining:talk.

One area of discourse analysis that is receiving attenti

conversational

in negotiation

research is.the use of argument; Bargaining:it accomplished' hcough'the use of

9 /
,arguments, reasoning, and partuasive"appealt.

4
This view of hargalninbentalls"

an examination of messages rather than a mere exchange of proposals and

counterproposals.
5

It centers on the way.Oargalners posit and support claims

and the way theseclaims cluster into issuessand tuliissues,that shape outcomes.

>laKle, Diez, Stahle recognize the central role of argument in

negotiations when they appeal for research on the way negotiatort disagree,

limit, and structure their arginent's. Adopting a discourse model, they call'

for research on turn taking, adjacency, pairs, and expansion of'arguments as

well as advoCation of proposals.6
4
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, .

-TOs ,Study'respdh"ds:to 'the Plea for research On/argumentation and
.

bargaining., BUt it, adopts a rhetorical rather than a discourse analysis of
,. ....

..,-

argument,. Mori. 'Specifically, 4t
,

examines the types. of claims and reasoning
.,,

processes that characterize bargaining interaction ondifferent subissues of a

,
4 ,

proposal. It tracks the development-of arguments fhtough sequent al 'sessions .,

and caucus meetings by-examinjng similarities and diffigrences.in the'reasoning

Process,of subiSsues that are dropped, modified,'or retained In the final

agreement. Moreover, since thisetddy concentrates on both the content and the

t '
,

ts
.

,

process, it posits -management negotiationt grow out and'erform

vital 'organizational" communication functions.
,

COLLECTIVE §ARGAIN1NG AS,ORGANiZATIONAL COMMUNICATION

, \ '' ,

Although the analysiSOf arguments takes pla Irc.a variety of contexts,
7),'

few organizational commum+cation researchers hav, 'turnei:ttir attention to
., .

argyletion. One-notable exception is Hufffs.sta4,on)the 'rhetor'ical

. .. ,

.
, .

arguments of 'a superintendentscho I.,board meetings.
-,

Huff contends that
. - .,.1,,,

theanagysis of:the reasoning process sh uld.extenCbelnd Cialorns.and evidente
:. ;... '.

1

inlorthe substantive isues,that constittite.proposals. That. i5, tie cdntenfrof

i
4

proposals grows out of organIzationalibehaviOrl.
3

Hence; argument in favor ofA/ ,...../

closing an elementary school due to)neducflco in enrollments emanates froirn

.

, -\ /
decision makingmaking rbutines 'and thecothmunicatrion patterns that enact these

/
routines.

. o

. .

.'In:bargaining the substance of.evidence. and claims draws from traditi
A'

organizational _communication* variables. Examples and analogies reflect

superiorsubordinate commOnication .patterns, ,Specifidatly, the' use of .a

reprimand example to argye for a chang! in appraisal procedures iliuStrates

both the.structural constraints of superior-Subordinate evaluation as well as

the degree of openness, trust, and credibility of the,superioe.
.

5
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:Another organizational variable embedded in bargaining issues is the
.

.

lib

10,

(Astruggle for contro between, mandgement and'iabom is,relationship is

(.' 1
readily refiecfed in p"ublic septor.bargaining.'whoke Imploisei% have made fewer

A i r. I
economic gains And more inroads. Into policy dodisions.9 PrIVato seder

a 4,.

bargainingIS -clisci4ieciky 'market-fa. tors vhil dbIic)sector bargaining is.

subjScttd Poelificgtfprceithase force lncrea the amount of uncertainty
:. ..f.

that typically surrounds .the baririlng procedS.1° Un'dertaintios regarding,
, k,,, .'

Inflation, public financing, and contervqfrive versus liberal political climates

lead p'ullifid' pioyees to striva, for greater gains in such policy matters as
,

.

v .

.

:reductionin fold , grievance ,procedures, and general lrking s.
. .

Management freq ly views f asp "language" issues (as ;opposed to ponetary

'4 `,7 ,.. : /
items) as threatening
,. 0

dEicision ma ing. autonomy. Thds, contract

bargaining, particularly In the public sector, often centers on issues of

control and autonomy.

Bargaining also exemplifiet4gatterns of upward and downward communication
. .

at .the'dYadic la el.' issues Je.u0ward and downward flOW are often embodied in,
,,

,

bargaining, proposals. For example, in teachers' bargaining, Contract issues

often spedify how- principals should, teadiers about pork' assignments,
;

. .

apOraisal::procestes, and ln-seryice:requireMents. At the systemic level, wayS
. /

of.communicating about such issues as reduction in forde, Job transfer, and

work leaves are spelled out in the contract. Thus; specifications for
4

i6;-oving upward and downviard floware:inciuded in contract issues.

At the macro level,-bargaining issues also pervade, relationships among'

substruCtures of the organization. Since colleCtive bargaining brings together

upper manageMent and 'union representatives,. 'it concentrates on

organization4ide isSUes. in teachers 'bargaining, the union team and,thk,

administrative team confront one another over'such-organization-wIdefissueS!as
J 1

-



calendar, temporary

47 a

ntracts, extra=curricular duties, number of crass

preparations,' and fringe benefits. Although fringe bonofits and calendar affect
1

all'schools, and -feathers included In the system, the other four ISsueS cross:

sJstrota of tho orpanization. For instance, high 4chool.toachers differ from

, ,

elementary..and mithile school teiChers in.the suhject matter and assignmeht,of
.

) .

ctas preparations./ Contract-language that covers defiwation and .Ways..of
.

aSsigning class,preparationsIstIndorporate thoso differences. In, like
k .

.

manner,!..problems with school adMinistratiOn In emontatio6 of .the contract
.

pay be localized in Only oho, or two schools. es- may become' dyadic.

, , f
theSpeciYic, related only to a few teacherprincipal r tienships.

bargaining teams must wce4tie.with the degred to which.t10,co5traCt Includes

clauses to protect against one-Shot cases. ,16 acttality, up oh representatives

%
,

, \ * !?, ..
g r

. ,

may want to Inforp central-admipiqratlen about ,pr (ems that exist with a

particular principal ather than,strive'iormediffAtions in'the,Rintract. As
..

..:.',..it., .
".<

Bazerman and 1..ewicki edited .volume.Y,points.oute co) lective bargOtning,extenas

beyond conflict management,into the arenas thay cross orgahlia+14p
.

.

In general and Organizational comeunIdattOn In part1Cvlbr:(. arenas,'
1-

-\1 ,

suggesttbat bargaining Is'.a.fOem of decision making, infgrm9pon processrng,
4 ,

ti 2
" ,. , ; i:',4

behavior

'and IsSue disdhssioh over eatters.that of only legalizePolley'but.growout of
,

and affect the daily routines of orlpt attohal members.

g. '

ARGU ATION THEORY . t,
4

p i %

1

Reasoning, or the,gi O ng,of--reaso s, is an impOrtOt parto negotiation

V
interaction. It is through th ses o f langUage that (raga gain

:

support for their ideas. A distrnctren:can liemildii between irktrumental and

12
argumentative uses'of language. Instrumental` Uses are Ithose utterances that:.

......,. . . : .

. are suppo d too.chleve the tpurpese direct6, as they standc,WIthout f0-need

a

1

1,0
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.to produco any additional treasons' or 'supporting', arguments."
13

Argumentative ,uses, on the other hand, aro "uterances that succeed or fall

only lo 'the extent that they canbo 'supported' by arguments, reasohs,

evidence, or thoallkov . . . . 1
14 4

Thus, In nogotintiOn,- through fho

argumentative uses of language, participants prgvido Claims and support fbr

claims to gain compliance.

Ttio process of arguing in negotiation is quriv different from the process

as it occurs jn,other forums such as law Courts, decision-making meetings, or

scientific daates.
15

Toulmin'; Rieke, and Jani,JC discuss four specifiC ways.

'that fordms or fields of argumentation may vary in4their procedures: (1)

degree of formality, (2) degree of precision; (3) mode of resolution, and (4)
A-,

gsal of argmentation.
16

In'a partidular'field'of argumentation such as
\it

negotiation, specific parameters contribute-to how reasoning proceeds.
.4.

.
.

,----

FiP'st, differehces in degree of formality characterize reasoning

.procedures. in negotiation the method of argumentation is less formal than a

'large group decision-making meeting Conducteid through'the useof parliamentary,

procedures. But it is more formal than gro6p discussion-in that it'relies on

preset_, written proposals and cdunterproposals. Thlit. is, the contract forms the
1

basis for reaching agreements on opposi4 issues.

Second, differences in degree of ',precision" distinguish among fields of

argument. Some forums reqUire different degrees.of exactitude in argument.
\.

That is, what makes a "good" or acceptable argument may differ across forums.

Semantics or Contract language is very critical to the negotiation process.

Participant must consider all possible int4pretatiOns, particularly ones that

would make an issue grievable. Word choice, phrasing, and jmplications of

phrasing are al) considered in terms of legality.
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Third, difforences exiSt in the .modes of resolution. As Tourmin;ot. al.

point out, difforont forums havoc different objoctivos.17 Thus, their

procoduros load up'to diffetont Inds of completJon or resolution. Although

mo!xt fTbids'of argument bogin with claims, researchors have not uncovered n sot

way to rosolvo arguments., For oxamplo, intoraction In a court of law Is based

on an,advorsarial JolatIonship and the vordict Is the resolution or complotion

of the argumont.
18

PogotintiOn bogins with a similar advorsarial rointionship

' yet reisoluflon Is reacnod by oxchapging proposals and counterprropLis to build

agroomont. Tho oxchango.procoss is not.nocossarily almod at compromise or
4

consonsus, bUI at finding a midpoint of intorprotation,by ihicOto achlevo a

-solution. This process reppesents.aivery different modo of resolution than

.0
seeking to verdict.

'Finally, the goals of argumentation differ within various forums. Tho

kind of procedure that Is appropriate depends on "what Is at stake".
19

The
,

same words may express different claims In different contexts (e.g.:different

assortors of Claims, such as a physician or a psychiatrist, may make jhe same--

claim but have different-stakes In the argument).
20'

In negotiation, the two

parties hay, opposite goals. Adminisfrators want to maintain their autonomy

while teachers want 1-6 obtain decision'r1gKts that may reduce admihi;trator

autonomy. Built into bargaining are conflict, of Interest based on mutually

exclu4Ne Apis. The rights of employees. not to be exploited, abused, or

treated unfairly "lay be Jn direct conflict with the decision- making autonomy of

management. Both 'teams must argue within this arena. Proposals, issues, and

arguments reveal tne nature of these differing goals of argumentation.

9



MCUMENTATION IN NEGOT1TON

4

Argumontatlon Is dofiA/od as "the communication prochs nimod nt prosonting y,

statomonts 'and providing ronsons why tho audionco should ballovo thorn."
21

A

Argnmontntlon In nogotintion consists of tho tonchorsc wrliton proposnis.for

changosin tho current contract and tho subsoquont countorproposals offorod by

both administrators andtoachors. Tho:proposal In negotiation, thuroforo, Is

tho stimulus for gonornting argumonts--it triggors modificatioh4. Similarly,

nrgumonts form the basis for modifyiND the propqsal. In gonoral, proposals aro

roshapod throughout tho procoss of argumentation and the prosontation of now

proposals-,-tlioso stops aro circular and food Into one another.

What emerges from presenting proposals and counterproposals two

significant issuos that must bo dtscussod in'ordor to find a midpoint of
9,4

interpretation by which to achieve z solution. For example, emerging from the

discussion of proposals and counterproposals that relate,to the issuo of

teacher evaluation was the subissue of changing -the term "evaluation" to

-"performance appraisal." An understanding of the process of negotiation

Interaction must therefore InClude identification and analysis of subissuos.

An 'analysis of subissues requires examination of elements of

argumentation: claims, reasons, evidence, qualifiers, and reservations.

Claims are statements which the'speaker wishes to have accepted, but which he

or she expects to have challenged.
22

Thug a claim is defined by the way a

speaker expects the audience to respond. A speaker presents a particular type

of claim based on the predictedrisagreement that the audience may hold.

Six types of claims Used-in this study include: declarative, 6valuathye,

policy, factual, definitive, and classificatory.
23

A declarative Claim
e

4410
expresses a t nt about something that Is the case or has happened. A

statement In the negotiation session such as "This 30 days was consistent with

.1 0



the current language" would be consldorod a doclarativo Claim In that It

roporti, somothing that Is than case., An evateallya Lialm prosonts n voluo

,Judgment on the situation, diucussIng issuos of quality, o.g., goc/bad,

fair/unfair, bonutlfol/ogly, offectiVo/inoffoctIvo. 'the) stetomont "I liko iho

Idols of a 20 -day shorter tImo'poriod," oxprossos an evaluation of a proposed

contract chango. Whon a spoakor advocator a proposal, ho or sho Is prosonting

n 1u211Ly LIAIA. "Drop mid-soaon and chango 30 days to 20 days," ox;rossos

proposed policy chango. A LlassitIcatory Liam classiflos something Into a

category. Discussing whet constitutos a file, administrators and teachers

prt?ont clzissificatory claims that catogorizo materials as belonging to the

vari\Ous types of files. 'Similar to the declarative claim Is the factual claim

which answers a question of fact--whothor Sojthing exists. The distinction

between these two claims, as we operational ize them, Is In the time period

referred 1o. The doclarativo claim presents a statement about a course of

'action not whores the factual claim presents a statement about something that
1'

has occurred In the past. Finally, the definitive claim answers a question of

definition. That Is, it makes a statement as to what somothing Is or how it Is
frr

f defined or interpreted. A comment such as "An observation Is not as formal as

an evaluation," focuses on .the moaning of thetwo terms "observation" and

"evaluation." Analysis of tho argumentation process designates the type of

claims.presented and the responses to those claims.

In addition to the types of claims presented, this analysis of'.

argumentation focuses on the reasoning process utilized by participerts. A

number of argumentation theorists delineate types of reason! g.
24

We have

combined various category systems to develop a schema for analyzing reasoning

In the negotiations. This classification of arguments Is not meant to be

exhaustive, yet It offers a framework for general types of negotiation. The

schema we selected Is:

a



1. Bealonlno &elf=

In re-quint) from onalogy the speaker ausumen lhnt there are enough

similarities between two things to support the claim that what is true

2!)
of ono I% a o true of the other.

2. Causal. Reasoning

In this typ9 of reasoning speakers make a claim that an event or

condition of one kind in the LA= of an event or a condition of

another kind. These two kinds of events for conditions) do not Just

appear together, they Ate causally connectepi.
26

3. Lign BasuonIng/

This type of reasoning occurs whenever a sign and its referent occur

together. The fact that the Iirign Is observed can be used to support a

4.

claim about the presence of the object or situation the sign refers

to.
27

BOaLoang Qx Authority

Arguments based' upon tho authority of people, institutions, or

documents servo to establish claims. Appeals to authority require us

to respect what the source says because ho or she can make a'wise and

28
0

Informed judgment in the field concerned.

5. Reasoning from Generalization

Arguments from generalization Involve examining a sufficiently large

and representative sample of the "kind",in question.
29

A common use

of this typo of reasoning Is the presentation of statistics that

generalize to other situations.

6. Reasoning from Classification

Arguments of this type center on the typical properties of an idea or

an item being discussed.) These properties are used as.the basis for

classifying ideas that are discussed.3°
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7. JReasoning.figffi Oppopifes,;,,,

In this i'jipe pf reasoning issuesthat are radiCally different in 4pme
3

respects ati'presumed to be equall114ferent in other res

8. 'ORtasopidglaggi *pathetical Ixample''
;

Ard6M0A0 that occur through the creation of hypothetical examples.
Ak I

Rather than provide specific facts or\lncidences that haVe:occurred,

the speaker reasons that the event could ,hypothetically occur under

the circumstances discussed.
3
-
2

These are theO general kinds of reasoning we utilized, They provide a

theoretical and operational basis for examining reasoning in the negotiation

sessions.

One final aspect. that deserves explanation is the use of qualifiers and

'nervations. "Qualifiers are those:,ways of communicating how confident the

:speaker is in his oro her claim; that.is,.how confident the audience will be in

the craim." 33, Use of ouch ,qualifiers as "probably," "sometimes," "never," and

"always" are examples of how-a speaker makes his or her. claim more persuasive

and believable to the audience. In addition to a qualifier speakers add

reservations to their claims. A reservation refers to the circumstances under

which the speaker would decide not to defed0ea claim."
34

"" Unless " and "Until"

frequently begin -a statement of reservation: Qualifiers and reservations allow

the speaker to modify his or her claim to make it more acceptable to the

pudiedCe. Analysis of qualifiers and reservations provides better

pflerStanding of the speaker's reasoning procesS and the overall development,of

arguments.,

13
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PARTICIPANTS AND SCHOOL:DISTR CT.
,0 4%

. ,

The participants inth, is study are members of a large suburban township.

The schog0 district emp. 485 teachers and 25 administrators and includes 10.
.

schools 'that enroll di*, imately 8,055 students. The district is 80% .

11

unionized,_with approximately 389 teachers belonging to the local and state NEA

affiliate. The township administrators have negotiiated nformally with the

teachers eight years prior to the,passage of Public Law 217, the state's Public

Employee!s Bargaining Act; hence the district has a long history of

administrative4eacher negotiations.. This history has produced a 120-page

contract, one vaunted by the union as "the'most complete Contract in the

state." 4

Both teams note that the teachers and the administrators haVe developeda

trusting relationship throUghout the years. Teachers particularly trust the

assistant superintendent, the head negotiator for the administration over the

pdbt seven years. Their trusting. relationship has evolved from seyeral years

fAntense conflict:. Both sides recall the-"fish-bowl" night--an evening of

bargaining framed with 90 teachers forming a circle around the negotiation

teams to protest the administration's attitude toward teachers. The teachers '

remember wearing T-shirts with the slogan, "Lakeview Township is cruelsand

inhumanjo teachers."-

Under the'law the administration must bargain over salary, hours, fringe A

benefits,, grievances, and arbitration Of unresolved grievances. The

administration must discuss working conditions, curriculum,. class size,
)

pupil- teacher ratio, reduction in force, and fidget approOriations,:but are not

required to include them in the contract. However, once they appear in the

contract, these items are open for negotiation from year to year. The school



;
district under study has incorporated_anumber of these "discussable" issues

into the bargaining arena. If a settlemint is not reached, thehargaipers can

employ fact-finding or mediation, taut strikes aire ditallowed byelaw. "The state

ranks 48th in its aid to public education; hence teachers' salarit have been

considerably low for a numbbr of years. Since this district, /receives

additional monies for military students and bussing programs; raises are

0
, generally' higher than in other townships across the statee.

PROCEDURES (

Two researchers observed approximately 40 hours of negotiation,sessjons,

7.

interspersed with an'additional 14 hours of caucusiffieetings. These sessions

comprised over 54 hours of observation. Bargaining sessions covered a period

of 11 days, lasting 3 or 4 hours. per day fOr so Me sessions to 15 hours for the

more lengthy ones.

The administrative team consisted of six people--the assistant

superintendent, who was the chief negollator for the team, three principals,

crossing 41,igh school, midde school, /and elementary schools; one assistant

principal, and(one staff employee from the central office. All but one of the

members hIrgerved on preVious teams; most had served for four or five years.

The administrative tearvreported/to an elected school board, one that delegated
k

most contract decisions to the bargaining team, with the exception of final

approval for percentage of/ raises.

The teachers team was comprised of six members--the local union president,

the past president off/ the union, and four elected representatives from

elementary, middle, and high schools. Only two of these six had served on

previous negotiation teams. The union president waSIthe chief bargainer and

had never negotiated a contract before this session. The teachers' team worked



with a Unisery director, a hired?nion-official for this particular district.'

0
He helped them prepare their co ract proposals and served as their, consultant

throughout the negotiations.

Teachers and administrators described the bargaining event as low in

conflict and high in trust, characterized Itry some, but not a large npmber of

"burning issues." 83$ of; the 128 respondents to our survey were highly

. satisfied witk.monetary items, in the settlement; 41% were highly. satisfied with

the language items; 61% were far more .satisfied thli year than in previous

years.

DATA COLLECTION

The researchers employed a multimethod approach to the collection of's:late.

Four methods were used -- observations and detailed field notes' (a0proximately'

1,300 pages of transcription); interviews, survey questionnaires, and document

analysi. Two observerS. took extensive field notes on the b ning 'and

caucus sessions. In accordance with Loflandi field notes contained a

near-verbatim dialogue of interactopns as well as notes on the general

atmosphere and overall framework of the event.
35

Field notes were expanded and
a

typed into full notes shortly after the observatil.

sSeventee6 one-hour interviews were condticted with membets .of both

bargaining teams and with teachers who did not serve on. the current team (5

non-team members). Interviews sought InforMation on bargaining history,

perceptions of the negotiation process, origin and,perceptions of'bargaining

issues, and links between bargaining issues-and organizational communication.

Interviews wee, audio-recorded and transcripts` were typed to aid with data

Th

r."
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In additlbn, questionnaires were prepared and scent to a rdqdom saMple of

300 teachers; 128 of them were returned. Questionnaires tapped priorities of

issues, satisfaction with the settlement, and organizational factors that might,

4'

contribUte to the settleMent. Finally, the researchers collected copies of the

Immediate.past contract, the teachers' initial proposal,_. and all written

I
counterproposals exchanged at the table.

DATA ANALYSIS.

This particular, study relies primarily on field notes of bargaining and

caucus. meetings and on dOcument anakysis. However, responses to the survey

(

-4

)
estionnaire provided inforMatiqn on the salience of issues and on the overall

satisfaction with the settlement. Interview data was employed as pplemental
%

information on the origin and history of the issues selected for nalysis.

In the first stage of the analysis, we selected two issues for an in-depth

study of the way reasoning develops throughout the bargaining event. We

selected teachers' files and teachers' evaluation because these two issues

'overlapped and were salient in the survey results as well as in the amount of

talk time devoted to the topic (48 pages of dialogue). Also, these issues were

discussed at length in both caucus and bargaining sessions.. In a theoretical

vein, both topics represented integrative issues--ones that allowed for

expansion of alternatives and an increase in Joint gains.

In the second stage, we analyzed formal documents for both issues -- mapping

out the subissues that emerged from the proposals and counterproposals. Hence

we tracked proposed changes in the status quo and the way these changes evolved

from one.counterproposal to the next. Ttien.,we listed\ftipossible subissues

foreach proposal. Finally, .we tracked which subissues were.retained from the

]
:T;* , . -,'

proposal,tteachers' proposal, mhich ones.were modified and adopted, anckwhich ones were

dropped from further consideration.
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In the thi(0 stage, we ,selected six subissues, three for peon main issue.

Of the six, two wereiretained, two were dropped; and two were modified.' Then

/
wemarked off Sections of the djalo§ue that contained,rnteraction'on any of the

"Ne

six subissues.

it

In the fourth stage, we plotted on computer sheetsthe claims, qualifiers,
i

evidence, and links between evidence and .plaim used during' each sequential.
t

, ...-- ,

session of the bargaining. This analysis was conducted for each of the six

subissues. Claims were then classified into one of the spix types of claims

i
described' in the theory section of th'IS paper. Reasons and evidence were

classified into one of the elOt'types of reasoning ikocess. Concept-us!.

definitions, derineated lii the theory section of- this paper, served as

.
. ).

operational definition's tor thisiiprocedure. Since Jeie were primarily=interested,

in the nature of the reasoning process and not the absolute frequency of
(

claims, we did not quantify our analysis. -In like manner, we reached consensus

on the classification of statements, but we did not,conduct formal reliability

.

checks. We
:

regard this study as a rhetorical,'qualitative amalysis rather than

a quantitative investigatton
.

RESULTS

BARGAINING ISSUES

Origin and importancetat Issues. For this study we selected two contract

issues, "teachers' files" 'and "teachers' evaluation." \,In the survey.

questionnaire, teachers and adOnistrators taniced:these issues as tgird, in

priority of the many contract revitIons. Their Saliente stemmed from teacher

complaints about improper collection and-uh of tile-materials and evaluation

procedures. In one particular case, a teacher almsfsilled a'gclevance agalhst

a principal, who appeared to be "loading" teacher's' files with trivial and

unsubstantiated infractions.

7--
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Comparison of Proposals. Both items existed in the current contract.. The

s.

16

,

chers' proposal. on,files spelled out'what kinds of material should be placed

In (a teachi3r/s
fleI
and.,how that,material should be.uted: The administrators

0

countered with the etatue.quoibtil the middie of thejtargaining when they
,

prepared a couAterproposal, that reflected discussion of the subissues"
,r i

, :lt

surrounding the prop al.: In like manner, °the teacher proposed minor

(
modifications in the current evaluatiOn Procedures, but these proPosals struEk

a sensitive chord for administrators who countered with no, changes in the

statlis qup.,, In:the iddle of the bargaining event, the administrators-'offered

a counterproposal that ncluded some of-the teachers/ concerns.

Selection a= _for:Each Main7Issue. We prepared a list'of4the
/

subissues for each main ssue based on ,the contractv'the proposals and

Counterproposals, and th6.ba aiming talk. 'Teachers/ files consisted of six
I -

subissues: teachers/ .right to read and sign material to beplaced^in their
_

files, dalinition of a file,.use in evaluation hearings, useof.conJectural

material, proof Of truth or falsity of'material, and presence of a witness or

4

representative in a discussion of the file material. Of these six, two were

accepted with modifications, one was retained as proposed by the'teachers, and

three were dropped from the final settlement. For analysis of the reasoning

process, we'seleCted the following subissues: (1) teachers/ right to 'read and

sign meter-Par prior to placement in the Mb as the tetainegubissue, (2)

,definition of file as the modified subissue and (3) use of c Jectural

'materlarasthe dropped issue.

Teachers/ evaluation consisted of five subissues: the term "appraisal"

should be substituted. for "evaluation," observations shOuld be conducted with

t ,
) /'

full knowledge of the teacher, observations should -not become part of the

permanent personnel files, the teac4 should receive a copy, of the evaluation
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report at the time of the appraisal conference, and extra-curricular evaluation

should not' be2iestriced by m141-Season evaluations. Of these five,itwo were

dropped:from the final settlement, two were modified and then, accepted, and one

was-retained as initi,ally proPosed. rFor, analysis OP, the reasoning process, we

`'selected the following subissues: (t) extracurricular eValtiation as the

ratiVitact- tubivue, (2) observations ;should not become part of thetPermanent
, ,/

file as the modtflOd subissue, and (3).-tne,term "appraisal" should be

substituted for "evalu ion" as the dropped subissue.

ANA YS-IS OF "THE RE ONING PROCESS

Analysis oU* easOning process for the main ant subs
- .. :

1 . --:. -,,r . ., .

inv stiga=tionOf'the folloWing four research questions: ,'

0

A. Wha g't is the reasoning the subissues of teachers

B.

., , . 7 . f. ,'! . "k ./

. St /- , r., _
B. What i s the reasoning proce for the sub i ssUes:, Of teac.

. evaluations?

C. How is the reasoning process for teachers"' fileS-slMtter and /or

different from the reasoningproces for teachersleVardeionZ

D. How is thereasoming4roCess.siMpar and/or clifferehtfor the three

.outcomes: dropped, retained,,modified?

AnSwering these questions provides a doscripti4n of the types of claims and

reasOning,patterns for each of the two main issues and the six subissues.

A. Subissues sg. Teachers' Files. Three subissues of teachers' files were

analyzed' separately.' These, include: materials mdr be read and signed.by the

teacher, definition of a file, and conjectural natue.r
- 0

(1) i4aterials must J22 read, and signed la tui teacher. The reasoning

process for this subissue operated from an implied'evaluative claini that

placing material in a teacher's files was potentially harmful to the teaher.

20
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a

Teachers believed, this action was harmful liecadSe it showed .disrespect,evoked
4.

differen9i-nterpretations, and left no robmApe refutation-.
4 A

A0MinIstrators argued fkom three' "types of-claims, An evilluatiife

that contended it =4'0 -harmful toheve teachers read\and sign evely note..

Support for this claim.. waS Primari IrcauSal stating that it was embarrassing

and disrespectful, a form of harrasgment. A classificatory claim that

contended 1-eachers ,were professional's and did need:to be remtnUed of
c,

infractions. Reasoning Jr opposites'supported,thfp. claim by suggesting that

teachers should not be t eated like immature students. Finally, administratorsT

i offered a declarative,claim that,this policy was not feasible and procti.

That. is, they, qLstioned how it w s possible to:4rack teachers down to re and

rsign the materials.'

Arguments then shifted=to reservations and qualifiers that stated under

which conditions teachers would,want to read and sign notes. Declarative and-

,
`factdal claims argued that use of file materlaivIn evaluation and dismistar.

posed a serifois Oroblem. These claims were supported by reasoning from

# "7
analogy. For example, horror stories of one principal who fired a teacher by

using,notes,of past infractions to generalize to present behavior. Both sides

began to 6ccept,reServons and qualifiers. Qualifiers were added by both

,

.--.\

adMinistrators and teachers. Administrators stated that files will never-be
.

.

emptied; teat rs added that a person would have access to files within 24

hours of acing material in it and that they would have a right to duplicate
. ? . . "'. .

-.

Materil4 Administrators ariil teachers created an additional qualifier in their
i,

claim t at the material in' thei file must be serious enough to be used in a

dismi sal case.

qua ifiers.

Both.iides used hypothetical examples 1=8 support these,

O

4
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-(2) Definition of. .

File. These claims were primarily definitive and

factual and relied'heavily on the use of opposittes to cc npare building and

permanent files. Reasoning from opposites incl

','differed, from notes and memos .and'howdifferent types of files contained
0

ed attempts to show how files

different inform ion. In addition; hypothetical and authority reasoning was

used. Hypothetic 1 examples illustrated the type of materials-that would go

into files. CitTn articles and sections of the contract represented a type-Of.

authorit support e ay , , Ha file is defined as .11 Factual claims evolved

from definitive ones when both sides defined files by talking about what.should.'

be included in them.

Agreement evolved from each side expanding their.list,of definitive and

factual subclaims anti the other side qualifying the claims or adding more

subclaims to clarify. the distinction between buildirsg and permanent files.

ExaMples of.these subclaims included statements like the following: (a). Two or

three administrators, might have files in different offices; this still

constitutes the principal's personnel file (the building file), and (b)'

Teachers'do not need to know how many noteaJadminis-lrators make until.the'

administrator decides to make it part of_the build! file. In the latter part

of the bargaining, the focus was on clarifying the policy that both had

imp] icitiy' aCcepted.
ow"

(3) Conjectural Nature. This subissue operated from an implied cleim that

conjectural information in a teacher's file was harmful to the teacher. The

teachers failed to provide evidence to support this claim and instead asserted

a declarative claim that information in the files should be factual and based
1

on proof or on checking with the source.

The administration responded to this argument by shifting from an

evaluative to a definitive claim. They challenged the word "conjectural,"

22
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claiming it mas inappropriate and rmbiguous contract language. The reasoning.

.process was primarily causal, stating that the inclusion of this ambiguity

would make. It hard to put anything In the file an'd would make it diffialt to

document and validate information.'

The 4eachers argued that conjectural information was harmful, citing

analogies of how such infgrmation had been used it pdismissal cases. But they

concluded one of their caucus sessions by changing claims, saying it did not

matter If the information wasconjectural as long as $hey could read and sign

i t. 'Hence, anothe policy subissue made them shift claims and agEee to

withdraw this subissde. Thus, agreement to drop conjectur=al as a subissue came

when teachers substituted kanother policy claim to cover the harms they

perceived In the conjectural material. The administrators stuck with their

definitive and declarative claims, "We can't prove truth of a note," and r.

"Conjectural Is an ambiguous word."

B. Subissue j Teachers' Evaluation. Three subissues of teachers'

evaluation were analyzed separately. these included performance appraisal,
4

extra-curricular, and observation.
4f

(1) Performance Appraisal. The issue began with the teachers' proposed

change from use of the term "evaluation" to "performance appraisal." Teachers,

and administrators were In direct opposition on this proposal. A majority of

the initial claims made by the administration were evaluative, I.e., "It would

not be a good change. Administrators then offered definitive..cralms In an

attempt to clarify teachers' intent, i.e., "was there something that

administrators were missing that teachers were hoping to gain?": The

administrators relied predominately on causal reasoning as they speicified the

implications of the word "performance appraisal."' For example, administrators

suggested that the word Is too narrow; a change in terms Would require changes

23
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In the evaluation forms; and other aspects of thie job would not be evaluated

with a focus on performance.

The tachers relied primarily,on definitive and evaluative claims. First,

they did not define performance appraisal in the narrow sense that

administration did; they saw it as' an entire process) not Just the evaluation

of performance in front of the clasS. SeCond, their value judgment of,

"performance'appraisal" was positive- -they saw these words as'more positive

than the word "evaluation." Yet, teaches provided 1-solid evidence or clear

cut reasons why performanceappraisal was better. Wheri prompted to supply

reas they stated that they wanted the change because they thought

administr tors had trouble with the word "evaluation." Administrators argued

that the twb termsAad the same meaning.' Once the administration provided this

evidence, the teachers admitted that "we didn't necessarily like the word

"appraisal" better and if the to words mean the same thing then we're willing

to stay with evaluation." Thus, the session ended with the issue being(

i,dropped.

(2) Extra-curricular. This argument began with a straight-forward policy

claim, "drop mid-season," initiated by the administration. Their reasoning

from cause included the following: "There is a problem with one short month,"

(c.and "It is hard to make evaluation in that time--it is a pain." Tennis was

used as an example to support this causal reasoning.

In the teachers' caucus an addition was made to the initial claim, "Take

out mid-season, but add "during the season of that activity" and add "30 days,

following the activity." 'Objections to this addition were based on causal

reasoning: "It's already in the contract" and "30 days may be too long." The

reasoning process took two different forms as teachers either. supported or

opposed the new policy claim. Reasoning from cause stated that "it takes time



for a coach to get equipmeV back together." Reasoning from analogy stated

that "20 days would be equal to four weeks." After much discussion, teachers

jAnalized the/policy claim initiated earlier: Add "during Vie season of,tNat

activity" and change "30 days to 20 days." When administrators confronted

teachers with this change, they made the declarative claim that 30 days was

consistent with the current contract language. An objection was raised based

on causal reasoning: "If weuse 20 days following the actjvity rather than

mid-season the coach may'not be aeound (i.e., during the summer)." However,

administrators accepted the teachers' policy claim without this suggested

4
change.

(3) Observation. A variety of claims wer utilized in this subissue, yet

bargainers relied predominately on policy, declarative, and definitive claims.

The two major claims were in direct opposition: (a) administrators claimed

that observations and deficiencies noted should be part of the file, and (b)

teachers claimed that observation data should not become a part of the

permanent file. Teachers made the declarative claim that administrators were

confusing observation with the evaluation. Through causal reasoning teachers

attempted to define what should be permanent evaluation. A series of if-then

statements were utilized to show that if a negative pattern develops, then it

becomes a part of the permanent evaluation.

What makes this subissue so different from the others and also makes it

longer in talk time is that observation and evaluation are so closely related.

Most of the arguments in this subissue then were attempts to define what the

differences were and then to establish policy in accordance with those

differences. The reasoning process was almost entirely causal and

hypothetical. The if -then reasoning continued ttroughouf and lead to policy

claims. Hypotheycal reasoning 'included descriptions of possible situations
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that might be faced in evaltuation and observation. These hypothetical examples

served as questions for policy claims. Evaluative claims were aimed mainly at

feelings of agreement or disagreement: "His argument is valid,"or "I like the

second sentence of article 4."

Later in this subissue, after policy claims had been established, both

teachers and administrators reasoned from analogy to compare what lipdbeen done

4 1
in the past with what they were attempting to do now "What a u they

art

situation with Coleman; we didn't have the original material. inforMatiO6 in

the file is incomplete," This analogy was used to support the policy claim

that the information should go into the file, but that it could only be used in

cases of dismissal. From this point on until the end of this subissue

teachers and administrators worked back and forth with policy, factual, and

'declarative claims to establish the final policy.

C. _Comparison of the faDsoning Process for, Teachers' Fl.le.and Teachers'

Evaluation. Analysis of the reasoning process for the two main issues,

teachers' files and teachers' evaluation, revealed similarities and

differences. The two issues were similar in the use of definitive and

declarative claims. These types of claims were employed in defining teachers'

file, in determining what constitutes a conjectural statement, and in

supporting arguments of similarity between the terms "evaluation" and

"appraisal." In addition, bargainers developed policy cialmsfor bOth issues'

by adding qualifiers and reservations rather than by providing evidence to

support their own positions. Hence, argument for a policy position might begin

with opposing viewpoints but might become problem solving by adding qualifiers

and reservations to one another's claims. The reasoning process for both

issues lacks variety:With very little use of testimony and generailiation from

facts. Overall, the development of claims was more complex for both issues

than was-the process of substantiating those claims.
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in addition to similarities, there were a variety of differences between

the two, issues.", For teachersv4tile bargainers relied more on policy and

evaluative claims than they did in the teachers evaluation issue, particularly

in substantiating arguments as to w y teachers should or should not read

:material to be placed in the file and why material of a conjectural nature was

or was not harmful to the teacher. The type of reasoning utilized in each

issue-was also different. For teach!rs' file bargainers used instaices of

reasoning by analogy to substantiate\evaluative claims. Analogies often

described one-shot cases or atypical \examples. By contrast, for teachers'

. . . \ - it

evaluatiOn participantS rarely employed reasoning by analogy. And when used,

it was to clarify the intent:of a subl sue, not to substantiate an argument.

.

'Causal reasoning was used frequently for both issues, yet used inl.

',afferent ways.' F%
\teachers' files, participants-used causal reasoning to

i

::support evaluative claims, but logicaF loopholes wr apparent between the

reasoning process and claims. For examie teachers claimed that "accumulation

.
, .

,of notes in a teachers' file showed:diI srespect for the'teacher," but the

teachers failed to shows placing material in the file was disrespectful.

Similar loopholes were evident in the teachers' evaluation issue when teachers

claimed that "performance appraisal" was\a more positive word than "evaluation"

and yet made no effort -to demonstrate hoW it might be interpreted that way.

D. compadson Ike ReasoningeocasaBased The three

outcomes retained; dropped and modified, were analyzed separ eiy.

(1) Retained. The two retained.subi sues were materia s that must be read

and signed by the teachers and extracurriLdar. Both of these sub -is ues began

with strong arguments pro and7con. Bargainers argued that materials must be

read and signed by using strong evaluative claims and causal support..

Extracurricular began with policy claims using causal support and analogiN

27
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followed by evaluative claims. In both subis ues a shift occurred in the

reasoning process; new claims developed from ursuing the qualifier's and

reservations attached to initial claims. Thus, in both instances, evaluative

claims led to the development of qualifiers and reservations which, In turn,

made e original proposal acceptable. For both sides, pro and con, policy

positions were clear. Objections were rated by the other side, but both sides

developed qualifiers in a way acceptable to the other party. This modification

led to the retention or adoption of the initial subissue into the final

set6 tlement.

(2) Dropped.

forth ill-define d poorly-developed policy claims. The teachers argued the.

In both the appraisal and conjectural subissues teachers set

issues with evaluative claims, 1.e the harmfulness of terms like
E

"conjectural" and "evaluation." In both cases adminIstrators switched to

definitive claims asking how to define conjectural and questioning the

difference between the terms "evaluation" and "appraisal." Administrators

supported their definitive claims with causal rea48ning. For example, they

reasoned that if conjectural was used it woikleile-difficult tt3:,document
J

evalUation and it would be !hard to determine what did or did not go into the
A

file. For both subissues tees dropped their initial policy claims but in

different ways. In the conjectural subissue teachers adopted the change

because another subissue protected them againt the harms of their evaluative

claims. 'The fWO'statements, "files carry source of identification" and

"teacher must rod and sign materials" provided this protection. For

evaluation the teachers acCepted the argument that the words "eveuation, and

"appraisal" basically mean the same thing.

(3) Modified. The two modified subissues were definition of file and

observation.. Bargainers used primarily policy, declarative, -and definitiye

28
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claims for each subissue, but for the observation subl,sue the claims

represented opposing policy positions. For the subissue of defining a file,

the claims were definitive, relying ohApasoning from opposites to disUaguish.

between building and permanent files, From&this point on, the two subissues

take different routes to'create an acceptable solution. For the subissue,

definition of a file, definitive claims led to factual assertions, with both

sides qualifying the other party's claim. For example, a qualifying claim,

offered in the admiilistrative caucus was: "If memos are to be used in

evaluation procedures, they must be placed in the building file." The next

phase of modificaflon was seeking clogrification on a definition that both

parties implicitly accepted. The subissue, observation, was modified through

arguing for competing policy claims then shifting to declarative claims. By

moving from policy to factual and.WeclaratIve claims bargainers were able to

build on each other's arguments and generate a modified proposal.

The two subissues differ 'dramatically in t1i4ir reasoning process.

Definition of a file arguments were supported through the use of hypothetical

examples and reasoning from authority, but bargainers used very little

evidence. The observation subissue, in contrast, employed reasoning by cause,

hypothetical examples, and analogy. In gene41, the two issues differed in the

way initial proposals were modified. These differences may emanate from the

Idiosyncratic features of each subissue or' from other organizational and
...

bargaining variables. Their differences, however, suggest alternative. paths to

issue modification't rough argumentation.

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATION
6

ThliNstudy aims to understand the way argumentation in bargaining shapes

outcomes. It operates from the assumption that negotiation, focuses on multiple



Issues; these issues, in turn, break down into subissues. Outcomes are shaped -1

through arguments for acceptance and rejection of subissues as well as through

packaging the. larger issues.36 This study takes a micro-perspective and

focuses on the way subissues become modified, dropped, or retained through the

use of claims, qualifiers, reservations, and evidence.

Although the reasoning process differs across subissues, some general

conclusions emerge from this analysis. They include:

(1) The most prevalent types of claim used in this study were evaluative

and definitive ones.- These claims evolved from the teachers' or the

.administrators' origin4policy proposalsbut they rarely centered on

a course of action.

(2) Both sides employed reasoning from analogy, cause, and hypothetical

example more frequently than they did other types of reasoning.

Surprisingly, only a modicum of "hard data" or "facts" were used to

support claims. This lack of evidence might stem from past reliance

on building creative solutions through the use of qualifiers and

additional clainis. Neither side felt compelled to convince the other

party of the validity of their claims; hence reasoning from evidence.

was sparse. The trusting relationhio between. teachers and

administrators might contribute to thiS pattern.
4

(3) The reasoning process , appeared more complete with the use of

evaluative claims than with definitive, factual, and policy claims.

That is, bargainers seemed to make claims, evidence, qualifiers, and

even Warr-ants more explicit when they proposed and defended evaluative

claims.

(4) Proposals and subissues changed, not through adding more information,

but through shifting types of claims and adding qualifiers. Both
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sides added claims and qualifiers that grew out of their interaction

at the table and in their caucus meetings. They worked from issues,

that both parties raised to create a new 'frame of reference' for

viewing subissues.

(5) Although the sample of issues is too small to generalize, it appeared

that use of claims and reasoning processes differ for subissues that

become dropped, retained, or modified. For subissues that were

dropped, evaluative claims led to the addition of alternative types of

claims, often culminating In substitute positions. For retained

subissues, evaluative claims led to qualifiers and nervations that

made original proposals palatable. Modification of subissues followed

different paths for creating new proposals--one growing out of

pposing positione and the other emerging from qualifying existing,.

claims.

Thus, integrative proposal as a whole evolved from the management of multiple

1Issues and subissues. The e issues were mat discussed in aggregate form, but

instead emerged from dropping, modifying, or retaining subissues through

,argumentation.

The issues and subissues examined in this study emanated from problems,

teachers faced in organizational communication. Teachers' files, while

negotiated into the contract as a centralized policy, originated from

superiorsubordinate appraisal problems. Teachers wanted the central

.administration to know that some principaWwere "abusing the policy" and that

the accumulation'of notes in a teacher's file might:; ead to problems In

,dismissal and evaluation cases. The administrators, la turn, wanted to

maintain flexibility and feasibility in the use of building and permanent
AA

files. As the assistant superintendent noted In a caucus meeting,."I want



language that you principals can live with and that will allowyou to continue

to keep notes on a teacher's behaviors, but not in a way harmful to the

teacher." Thus, autonomy and control governed their concerns.

In like manner, the, issue of teacher evaluation reflected problems in
4

superior-subordinate relationships. The teachersr,contended that some
.1

principals conducted poor evaluations and misused data from 'classroom
0

observations. Hence, they wanted more.clarity and control over the process

than the'current .contract provided. The subissue of observation represented a. c

conflict of interest between administrators and teachers in that administrators

wanted autonomy in the use of observation data. In effect, the issues selected

for this study reflected organizational communication problems in

superior-subordinate relationships and in conducting performance evaluation

interviews.

These issues also illustrated-administrative concern for the,degree of

formality and the degree of precision infields of argumentation. Subissues

shaped by concern for appropriate contract language were evident in the

reasoning process of conjectural nature and performance appraisal.

Administrators felt the choice of terms in both instances was imprecise for the

degree of formality in the contract.
0

This 'investigation is Ilipited by its case study'nature and its

micro-analysis. We valYze only two main issues and six subissues in a very

complex bargaining event. Our findings are limited by, the issues selected and

the school district studied. But when research aims to discover insights and

uncover potential patterns, these limitations do not mitigate our conclusions.

Our study is also shaped by the argumentation schema we used .and by,

difficulties in developing operational definitions to distinguish factual,

declarative, and definitive claims. Future studies on, argumentation and



bargaining could include implied versus explicit claims, reasoning from example

as die4.616 from reasoning from analogy, and a category system on the way

claimsland evidence constitute bargaining strategies. These categories could

be quantified for research questions that focus on frequency of claims and

evidence tse.

Future studies might center on topics other than the way argument

cohtributes-to outcomes. For Instance, researchers might compare the use of

claims and Aasoning patterns fort table sjssions versus caucus meetings. They

might aiso inestigate the effectiveness of argument patterns for each of the

two parties. In this study, the administrators appear to substantiate claims

more'frequently than the teachers did and were quite effective In adding

qualifiers and shifting claims. Other.studies might compare impasse teams with

settlement teams and. language issues with monetary proposals.
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